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President’s Message

Lorē Sampson, APS President and Director – Mt. Hood, Oregon

What a wonderful year we’ve had! As I look back at 2019 I’m incredibly
proud of our Society’s great accomplishments! And none of them would
have happened without the continued efforts and support of our members
– like you! A list of everything we’ve done in the last year would fill this
issue of The Bulletin; but I do want to call out a few particularly noteworthy
endeavors beginning with a huge shout-out to our Vice President, Nate
Bremer for his work in leading the APS website redesign project. Between
meeting with the design firm, content compilation and creation, testing,
retesting and then testing some more, Nate spent the better part of last
winter working to make the new website a reality and it is proving to be a
significant resource for APS in support of our mission including increased
interest in the genus Paeonia, easy access to the APS cultivar registry,
educational resources for the gardening public and increased membership.
Nate and his team are already beginning work on the new member portal
phase of this project. Stay tuned for updates!
Additional thanks go to our new social media team who have been busy
sharing all manner of peony news and information on social media. And
thanks to Auction Chair Mary Muellner who successfully coordinated both
our annual convention auction and our most successful fall online auction
to date! Thanks also go to our Membership Chair Linette Sorrentino
for welcoming all of our new members. Both Linette and our Treasurer
Kris Jurik, work tirelessly behind the scenes, making sure our member
records and finances are up-to-date. Linette and David Sorrentino also
served as Co-Chairmen for our annual floral exhibition which included
a new photography section this year. Speaking of convention, thanks to
2019 Convention Co-Chairs Kris Jurik and Lois Girton for organizing
an outstanding event in Ames! Thanks, too, to Corresponding Secretary
Hazel Cook who cheerfully replies to all APS inquiries from both members
and the public. Big thanks to our new Publicity Chair and Editor Kim
Bremer for the work she and her team have put into reinvigorating our
publications! Finally, thanks to all the many members who have worked
and contributed to APS projects this year. We appreciate you! There are so
many exciting things happening, 2020 promises to be great! i
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Bulletin Board
CONVENTION 2020 Registration is open for the American Peony
Society’s 2020 Convention, “Chicago...Our Kind of Town,” which will
be held June 11–14, 2020 at the Chicago Botanic Garden, Chicago,
Illinois. We’re planning an exceptional line-up of educational seminars
throughout the weekend. You’ll find additional details and a registration
form in this issue of The Bulletin. You may also register online at
www.americanpeonysociety.org under the Events tab. See you in Chicago!
CORRECTION! Please note that the correct dates for this year’s
convention are June 11-14, 2020. We apologize for publishing incorrect
dates in the last issue of The Bulletin.
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL It's membership renewal time! Check your
membership expiration date which is printed on the address label of
this issue of The Bulletin. You’ll find a renewal form on page 39, or renew
online at www.americanpeonysociety.org under the Membership tab.
CULTIVAR REGISTRATION FEES Effective February 1, 2020, the fee to
register a new peony cultivar will increase to $35. Registration forms and
instructions are available on the APS website.
ADVERTISE IN 2020 All commercial members are invited to advertise in
The Bulletin in 2020. You’ll find our current advertising rates, including
full-year discounts on the American Peony Society website under the
Resources tab, including full year discounts. Our Advertising Manager
will also be contacting commercial members with additional details and
can be reached via email at connections@americanpeonysociety.org.
REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SOCIETIES The American Peony
Society welcomes news and updates from regional and international
peony societies. As we head into the New Year, please make sure we
have current information for your organization including the name and
contact information for the current president, website address, and an
email address we can use to send updates and reminders. We’re looking
forward to hearing from you!
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NOMENCLATURE
Reiner Jakubowski, APS Registrar — Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

The American Peony Society serves as the International Cultivar
Registration Authority for Peonies and follows the rules set forth by
the International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants in the
registration of new varieties.
Photographs and full descriptions can be found in the official Peony
Registry, maintained on the American Peony Society Website at
americanpeonysociety.org/cultivars/peony-registry.
'Nong Yuan Jin Ke' (Lutea Hybrid Group) – Xiuxin Zhang, Shunli
Wang, Jingqi Xue, Yuqian Xue, and Xiuxia Ren, all of Haidian District,
Beijing, China.
'Nong Yuan Xia Yue' (Lutea Hybrid Group) – Xiuxin Zhang, Jingqi Xue,
Shunli Wang, Xiuxia Ren, and Yuqian Xue, all of Haidian District,
Beijing, China.
'Etelca' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Harald W. Fawkner, Falköping, Sweden.
'Appleton Eau' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Harald W. Fawkner, Falköping,
Sweden.
'Moroshechnaya' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Harald W. Fawkner, Falköping,
Sweden.
'Embraceable Glory' (Lactiflora Group) – Adelman Peony Gardens,
Salem, OR.
'Margaret’s Delight' (Lactiflora Group) – Margaret McCrae (deceased),
Walla Walla, WA / Adelman Peony Gardens, Salem, OR.
'My Friend' (Lactiflora Group) – Nick Friend (deceased), Grandview, WA
/ Adelman Peony Gardens, Salem, OR.
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'Paisley Pink' (Lactiflora Group) – Margaret McCrae (deceased), Walla
Walla, WA / Adelman Peony Gardens, Salem, OR.
'Roselette’s Baby' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Adelman Peony Gardens,
Salem, OR.
'Sweet Lemonade' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Adelman Peony Gardens,
Salem, OR.
'Yellow Bird' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – Robert Johnson, Bend, OR /
Adelman Peony Gardens, Salem, OR.
'Victoria's Powderpuff' (Lactiflora Group) – Margaret McCrae (deceased),
Walla Walla, WA / Adelman Peony Gardens, Salem, OR.
'Dian Jiang Chun' (Lactiflora Group) – Xu Jinguang; Fang Yifu; Wang
Yuan; Sun Yin / Jiang Nannan, all of Lixia District, Jinan City, Shandong Province, China.
'Jian Zhao Xia' (Lactiflora Group) – Jiang Nannan; Fang Yifu; Wang
Yuan; Sun Yin / Xu Jinguang, all of Lixia District, Jinan City, Shandong Province, China.
'Cherry Welcome' (Itoh Group) – Roberto Gamoletti, Italy.
'Bad Rappenau' (Suffruticosa Group) – Irmtraud & Gottlob Rieck, Bad
Rappenau, Germany.
'Rosenrot' (Suffruticosa Group) – Irmtraud & Gottlob Rieck, Bad
Rappenau, Germany.
'Vigoroso' (Suffruticosa Group) – Irmtraud & Gottlob Rieck, Bad
Rappenau, Germany.
'Madame Jacqueline Desmarais' [Herbaceous Hybrid] – François-Léo
Tremblay, Chicoutimi, Québec, Canada.
© AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Join Us For The Peony World’s Don't-Miss Event
Chicago...Our Kind of Town
June 11-14, 2020

Come join fellow APS members
and throngs of visitors at the American Peony Society 2020 Convention, held at the Chicago Botanic
Garden, June 13 and 14. (Exhibitor's setup is June 11 and 12.)
You'll want to be part of Our Kind
of Town as you take in a stunning
APS exhibition as well as special
public programs and seminars on
both weekend days (details and
a special element we're working
on will be in the next Bulletin.) A
highlight, as always, will be all our To help make Our Kind of Town easy
socializing and counter-bidding at on the budget we've arranged to
our Annual Meeting and Auction be at the Embassy Suites, which
on Saturday Night.
is very close to the Gardens. We'll
provide shuttle bus service for
If you're not already familiar with entry. Notice: Private vehicles pay
The Chicago Botanic Garden, it is a very steep entry fee posted on
one of the major ones of the world the Chicago Botanic Garden's web
and we'll be in the very heart of site. If you choose to stay elsewhere,
it. Be prepared (but how?) for the clarify the budget you'll need in
horticultural explosion of more addition. So mark your calenthan 2.6 million plants in a bit over dars, start thinking about how
300 acres. Every one of us will have you'll participate, and get ready
plenty to enjoy. Although we'll be for Chicago...Our Kind of Town.
meeting after their peonies have
peaked (a mere 1,800 of them Visit our convention webpage
dispersed in over 50 garden areas), under the News & Events section
the inspiration will be contagious. at americanpeonysociety.org
for ongoing updates. i
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The Chicago Botanic Garden
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APS 2020 CONVENTION REGISTRATION FORM
J U N E 11 – 14 , 2 0 2 0 - C h i c a g o , I l l i n o i s

Save a stamp! Register online at

$195 / Person
$225 / Person
$220 / Person

$250 / Person

americanpeonysociety.org

Earlybird registration

Received by April 1, 2020

Standard registration

Received after April 1, 2020

Non-member earlybird registration

Received by April 1, 2020
Includes one year individual membership in U.S

Non-member standard registration

Received after April 1, 2020
Includes one year individual membership in U.S

Non-members from Canada, add $10
International, add $30
Registration includes admittance to the Welcome Reception and
Dinner on Thursday, Annual Banquet and Auction on Saturday
evening, free entry to the Chicago Botanic Garden throughout the
event, and admission to all APS presentations and seminars.
Total

Please advise of any dietary restrictions.

NAME(S)
MAILING
ADDRESS

PHONE

CELL PHONE

EMAIL

Include my name and contact information on a list of
convention Ittendees
Contact me about volunteering to help during convention
sent to payment@americanpeonysociety.org
Check or money order payable to APS, US Dollars only.
Credit card:
CARD NUMBER
E X P I R AT I O N

CCID

S I G N AT U R E
MAIL FORM &
PAY M E N T T O

Kris Jurik, APS Treasurer
5658 195 th Street
Ames, IA 50010–9239

No cancellations or
refunds after May 1, 2020.

Lessons from 40 Years of Overwintering Tree Peonies
Brian Porter – Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada

My interest in tree peonies began
in the late 1970’s when I first
acquired space for a garden. It
had been a few years after a visit
with a rose breeder in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, who showed me
a tree peony that he had been
growing. As I recall, his peony
was very small and likely had
been grown without any benefit
of winter protection. In the fall of
1977, I acquired two lutea hybrid
tree peonies plus Rock’s variety
from a nursery in Michigan. These
were planted here in Regina,
Saskatchewan.

roses. This seemed satisfactory, as
I was able to get blooms, but there
was always considerable die-back.
For at least one winter, I tried
leaving the plants without any
protection, since I knew that the
luteas were capable of blooming
on new wood. This they did the
following spring, but the bloom
count was not very generous, and
I decided to try giving more of the
woody stems winter protection.

My next method of protection,
copied somewhat from methods
used in Minnesota, was to surround
the peonies with a cardboard box
(rather than wire mesh) filled with
tree leaves, plus a plastic wrap to
For the first two or three years, keep the leaves dry. This helped
I merely hilled the base of the considerably to overwinter the
peonies with garden soil, much as old wood, and blooms were more
I did for hybrid tea and floribunda abundant. Later on, I switched
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more) since its planting (and twice
moved) for more than 40 years.
Space and limited availability,
until recently, has not allowed me
to experiment with many cultivars.
ˈHigh Noonˈ, also planted in 1977,
was hardier than ˈAge of Goldˈ, but
succumbed to a disease (possibly
botrytis) after a few years. My original “Rock’s Variety” was usually
to using fiberglass bats wrapped left without protection and while
in plastic, to surround the plants, slow to come into bloom, suffered
and usually filling the center cavity
with dry leaves. In all cases, the
plants were covered in plastic to
keep everything dry. This is the
method I still use on some, having
found that the fiberglass bats gave
superior insulation compared to
leaves alone. Usually the winter
protection is given about the last
week in October, after defoliating
the plants. My oldest plant, ˈAge
of Goldˈ, has been successfully some die-back when young, but
overwintered (sometimes with wintered perfectly and bloomed
dieback of a few inches to 50% or well in 1983. ˈCoronalˈ was also
tried, but seemed to lack vigor and
never exceeded more than about
a foot in height and providing few
blooms. A move to a new yard in
the fall of 1984 was disastrous,
with a loss of all tree peonies
except ˈAge of Goldˈ, but I blamed
it on an untimely early onset of
winter in mid-October, and the fact
that I had left basins around each
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Paeonia 'Age of Gold'

plant for ease of watering. I donˈt
recall if those plants ever received
any winter covering.

was lacking, I felt that the Styrofoam was somewhat inadequate
and now generally tuck in a wrap
of fiberglass insulation (in plastic)
A few Japanese tree peonies have before adding the Styrofoam
also been successful to some protector. This has worked fairly
degree, but none can compare well for the Japanese tree peonies
in floriferousness with ˈAge of as well as a seedling P. rockii. The
Goldˈ. ˈYachiyo Tsubakiˈ and a latter suffered no dieback this past
dubious ˈKokamonˈ have given winter and I contemplated not
some flowers most years, while covering it this winter, but since
ˈYagumoˈ and ˈRenkakuˈ have I had a Styrofoam cone that fit, I
been disappointing, with either ended up using it again this year.
deformed flowers or none at all By next year it will probably be
some seasons. In recent years I too tall to provide winter protechave experimented with covering tion. My most recent acquisitions,
my smaller (newer) tree peonies ˈHephestosˈ and ˈLavender Hillˈ,
with Styrofoam rose cones or covered with Styrofoam last winter,
rhododendron cones (which are provided their first blooms this
taller). For these, I usually plug past season. i
any ventilation holes. In years
Article and photos
where snow cover was good, these
courtesy
of Brian Porter
worked quite well, but where it
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Monet’s Gardens

Michael Aikey – New Scotland, New York

This past April Kathy and I went
to France. We were part of a tour
which included Paris, the Loire
Valley, Brittany and Normandy.
While not a garden tour, we were
fortunately able to visit several
wonderful French gardens
including the Luxembourg
Gardens in the heart of Paris with
their superb collection of espaliered fruit trees; the Archbishop’s
Gardens in the shadow of Bourges’
St. Etienne Cathedral, the 12th
century Gothic masterpiece
with some of the finest medieval
stained glass in France; and the
elegant, formal gardens of the 16th
century Chateau de Chenonceau
built on the River Cher. Chenonceau is a remarkable site influenced by a series of strong women
that features several impressive
gardens dating back to the 1500’s.

Grand Allée in spring

Our second to the last day of the
tour was spent on the beaches
of Normandy and in the nearby
American Cemetery. The day was
overcast, and the weight of sacrifice hung heavy as we visited the
Allied World War II landing sites
and the somber, manicured cemetery containing the final resting
place of over 9,000 Americans. We
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needed a mental break - the next
day we got it.

were geometric, linear, manicured, with clipped and formed
hedges and trees. There was a
The last day of the tour was our strong sense that these spaces
only garden specific stop—and were designed to exhibit man’s,
what a garden. Giverny, located the state’s or the church’s (pick
about 50 miles northwest of Paris, one) desire for order and control.
was the home of Impressionism’s Above all, they were primarily
most notable painter, Claude green. However, upon entering
Monet (1848-1926), for the last 43 Monet’s garden, called the Clos
years of his very productive life. Normand, on an overcast spring
Along with being brilliant with the day we were immediately struck
paint brush, Monet had a masterful by what Irish journalist Stephen
touch in his gardens.
Gwynn wrote in 1933, “a dazzle of
flowers.” Color was everywhere.
The French gardens we had
previously visited were, with a Clos Normand (clos – “closed”)
few exceptions, formal. They is one of Monet’s two principal

Monet house entrance
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gardens. From a walled 2.5 acre old
apple orchard next to the house
when he arrived in 1883, Monet
over the next forty years created
his “living canvas” and one of the
most beautiful and recognized
gardens in the world. While Monet
designed Clos Normand in a series
of rectangular and square beds
along linear paths, his brilliant use
of color harmonies, layers of plantings within the beds and flowering
plants along the edge of the beds,
such as aubrietias, softened the
garden’s geometric outline. As
the seasons progress the basic
formality of Monet’s design fades
away.

In the center of the Clos Normand
is the Grande Allée which bisects
the garden with a 10 foot walkway
bordered by 7 foot flower beds. It
runs from the main entry of the
house, overseen by two old yews
which predate Monet, down to the
foot of the garden. The walkway is
covered by a series of rose covered
arches. When we were there the
rose archway was just beginning
to leaf out, but the beds were
blooming with tulips, Camassia,
Erysimum and Myosotis. The
Grande Allée’s iconic nasturtiums
had not yet begun to make their
dash from the beds to the center
of the walkway. In the summer the

Clos Normand viewed from the house
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Peonies in the Clos Normand

Grande Allée becomes a tunnel of
color.
We caught sight of our first peonies
while strolling through the Clos
Normand. There were several pink
and red tree peonies in a bed near
the house and among the lawn
plantings. Monet’s preference in
flowers was for single flowered
plants. He liked the single form
Japanese tree peonies and placed
orders directly from Japan. Generally he avoided plants with double
flowers and variegated foliage
although he made an exception
with his herbaceous peonies and
collected a variety of peony flower

forms. Unfortunately we were a
few weeks too early to see the bulk
of his peonies in bloom.
As this is a heritage site and not
a botanical garden, there are
no plant labels. We were disappointed not to be able to identify
the blooming peonies. Another
challenge for the plant curious is
many of the paths are roped off.
Given the fact that over 600,000
people visit Giverny annually,
roping off sections is a reasonable
survival strategy. Bring a telephoto
lens if taking pictures is a priority.
In 1893 Monet purchased a 1.5 acre
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piece of swampy property across
the railroad tracks from his home
and began the work on his famous,
Japanese influenced water lily
garden. The water garden, unlike
the Clos Normand, is the artist’s
view of a naturalistic setting. It is
a more tranquil, relaxed space. A
place, it has been noted, that was
“designed for introspection.” The
pond he had dug dominates the
garden. Here he built his iconic
Japanese bridge whose inspiration
came from the large collection of
Japanese prints the artist acquired
over the years. The bridge is on
the same axis as the Grande Allée
across the road.
Two years after purchasing the
water garden property, Monet
began painting his beloved water
lilies which he took great delight
in collecting. Several plants in
this garden, including the wisteria
going over the bridge and his
grove of bamboo, were planted
by Monet. The one plant I was
taken aback seeing was Petasites
japonicas (giant butterbur). This
plant and I do not have a good
relationship. However, if it was
good enough for Monet...sorry, I
still don’t like it.

Along the path in the water garden

While overall greener than the Clos
Normand, there were areas of the
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water garden that displayed the
bright hopefulness of spring. In
particular were lovely combinations of Japanese maples with a
good variety of rhododendrons
and azaleas. Along one path was a
wonderful pink tree peony (Peony
ˈYoshinogawaˈ perhaps?), underplanted with what I identified as
pink Myosotis.

Japan and Kelways in England.
The artist is pictured in a 1924
photograph proudly showing off
his collection of tree peonies to
the noted French nurseryman
and editor of Jardinage, George
Traffaut. Traffaut wrote of Monet’s
peonies, “the herbaceous peonies,
in colors varying from white with
yellow flecks to a vivid violet-toned
red, beneath gold groups of laburMonet appears to have enjoyed nums, give one the impression of
his peonies. While he only painted, being transported to the suburbs
I believe, four works with peonies of Yokohama.”
as his principal subject, Vase of
Peonies (1882) and Pivoines or The painter’s gardens, unlike the
Peony Garden (a series of three other gardens we saw in France,
works on the same subject in connected with me. There are
1887), he took a great deal of effort several common threads between
to obtain peonies directly from Monet, the gardener, and most of

Japanese bridge in the water garden
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us who garden. The artist is to have
said when he was in his garden, “I
am in raptures.” His stepdaughter
wrote, the garden “was his only
relaxation and distraction after
the exhausting draining process
of his work.” I get that. He noted
that, “all my money goes into
my garden.” I sense some heads
nodding. He devoured garden and
plant catalogs. Guilty. He enjoyed
the company of gardeners, read
gardening magazines, went to
flower shows and visited gardens
when he traveled.
Monet’s gardens reflected an
artist’s eye and sensibilities to
color, combinations of color, light,
reflections, texture, composition
and atmosphere. As has been
pointed out, “In Monet’s garden
every flower, every effect had
been sifted through his painter’s
sensibility for it was above all else
a painter’s garden.” The artist was
in the vanguard of painters who
painted “en plein air” – he painted
outdoors. His gardens supplied
subjects for his work and were
often his studio. He designed it
so his gardens in the spring were
much different than in the summer.
Alice Kuhn, famed French journalist and feminist activist, wrote
in 1912 the Clos Normand in the
summer was, “a harmonious orgy

of colors, of perfumes, of drunkenness of the senses.” Well, they
were French.
Giverny was the high point of our
trip to France. It was, not to sound
trite, an experience of a lifetime.
If you get the opportunity, visit.
Better yet, make an opportunity. If
peonies are your passion, I would
suggest visiting in May.
For the garden’s hours, location
and access, the Fondation Claude
Monet’s website is very helpful:
fondation-monet.com/en/. i
Article and photos
courtesy of Michael Aikey
Interesting Reads
libguides.nybg.org/monetsgarden
normandythenandnow.com/the-riseand-fall-of-the-english-gardener-atgiverny
artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-man-monets-famed-gardens-growing
Keller, Horst, Monet’s Years at Giverny:
A Garden Becomes a Painting
Elizabeth Murray, Monet’s Passion:
Ideas, Inspiration and Insights from
the Painter’s Gardens
Russell, Vivian Monet’s Garden:
Through the Seasons at Giverny
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Growing a Business Down Under

Paul and Esther Simmons – 43° parallel, Christchurch, New Zealand

Paul and Esther Simmons run a
peony growing business on the
outskirts of Christchurch, the
largest city of the South Island,
New Zealand. What began as a
hobby has grown into one of the
most respected peony nurseries in
the Southern Hemisphere, which
offers both new hybrids and rare
cultivars from the world’s most
revered hybridizers.
As specialized root producers and
propagators, the Simmons export
to many countries including the
USA, Canada, and Eastern and
Western Europe. They also supply
cut flowers, a small but growing
part of the business.
The Early Years
The story of Simmons Peonies
begins with a well-documented
phenomenon: the Paeonia bug
bit Paul Simmons, a Christchurch
optometrist, in the 1980s. He
shared his peony contagion with his
wife Esther, and the rest is history.
The Simmons began collecting
seriously in 1986, when Paul
imported 100 herbaceous peonies
and a few tree peonies from
Smirnow’s, USA; then another

100 plants the following year. The
plants were cultivated on rented
land, and tended in the couple’s
spare time. Little did they know
they were at the forefront of the
peony’s rising popularity.
Although New Zealand was much
more garden-conscious in the
1980s, peonies were relatively
unknown. In the early 1990s,
peonies became highly sought
after cut flowers, with NZ growers
getting good prices for supplying
out-of-season flowers to the
Northern Hemisphere. Because
Simmons’ began their operation a
decade earlier than most growers,
they were well positioned to
supply bare root divisions to the
NZ cut flower industry.
It was an exciting era. Paul and
Esther imported many more cultivars from Hollingsworth Nursery,
A & D Nursery, Caprice Nursery,
Scott Reath, and Roger Anderson.
It was a time of great experimentation by NZ cut flower growers, who
were keen to try new varieties.
Don Hollingsworth, Roy Klehm,
Roger Anderson and Al Rogers
all visited NZ during the 90s
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and spread the peony message.
Other peony propagators in NZ
did extensive importations from
Klehm’s nursery. By 2000, NZ
growers typically grew a more
diverse mix of modern American
cultivars than what was routinely
grown in Europe.
Exporting from the
Southern Hemisphere
During these years, Simmons not
only sold peony roots to local cut
flower growers and gardeners
but exported to North America,
Europe and Russia. Since seasons
in the Southern hemisphere are
the opposite of the Northern hemisphere, shipping can pose a challenge. For example, New Zealand’s
fall shipping season coincides
with North America, Russia and
Europe’s spring, leaving Northern
customers with questions about
planting.

Based on Simmons’ own experience of importing from the
Northern Hemisphere, they
believe it is perfectly satisfactory
to plant peony shipments straight
into the ground in spring or early
summer without further treatment. They share that a reasonable percentage (up to 50%) may
not produce above ground growth
the year of planting, only to
commence normal activities and
thrive the following spring.
Traditionally, some southern hemisphere growers chill the plants for
a period to simulate winter. The
Simmons are not confident that
this method is any more effective
than planting the roots into the
ground straight away and leaving
them. Planting directly in the
ground allows development of
fine feeder roots before sprouting,
which leads to a more robust
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plant (This issue is discussed in
more detail under the FAQ on their
company website peony.net.nz/
faqImporting.asp).

of tree shelter belts and relatively
wider spacing of plantings. NZ is in
the “Roaring Forties” and has quite
a windy climate. Many peonies are
planted at about 1 yd² per plant
Growing in “The Roaring Forties” (sometimes more) whereas EuroBy 2002, Simmons bought an pean growers often have two or
8-acre parcel of land, where they three plants in the same area, an
are based to this day. Much of the interesting difference that should
land is occupied by large sheds but receive further attention.
they also lease adjacent land from
Cut Flowers Diversify Business
neighbours. In 2004, Paul stepped
down from his optometry work and In 2013, Simmons began to offer
became a full-time peony grower. cut flowers for export. Up to that
time, they had been solely propaNew Zealand remains a Mecca gators of peonies. For years, Paul
for field grown cut flowers. There and Esther had been telling cut
are nearly 100 commercial peony flower growers about the health
growers in NZ, almost all being and vigor merits of Roger Andercut flower growers. Most are small, son’s ˈChristmas Velvetˈ. Since they
family owned businesses, often were largely ignored, they decided
with people only working part- to grow and cut it themselves!
time. One or two larger growers
grow peonies under cover to speed Although cut flowers are a considup flowering and reduce disease erably easier source of income than
problems, but the great majority peony plant propagation they cut
are field grown.
right across any efforts at hybridizing peonies. Paul’s moral? Either
Unique to New Zealand, peony cut flowers or breed peonies! Also,
operations frequently make use visitors who come to look at the

Editor’s note
Per North American growers of Southern hemisphere spring-imported plants:
Peonies should be planted directly in the ground upon arrival in the spring and
100% survival can be expected under proper conditions. Do not chill plants as
this reduces dormancy and further changes the natural cycle of growth, which
may cause detrimental chemical changes in the root in relationship to the season.

edged semi-double, and an apricot/
orange colored herbaceous peony.

'Eternal Love'

beautiful array of flowers have
to do so on a self-guided basis
because the Simmons are so busy
with the picking.
Hybridizing Dreams
In 2000 Paul made the fateful decision to try and breed new peony
varieties. This started very small
with scant knowledge gleaned
from the APS books The Best of
75 Years and the section about
peony breeding in The American
Hybrid Peony (thanks Don Hollingsworth). The internet makes it
so much easier now! Because
peonies are slow to work with,
Paul works on multiple goals at
the same time. Concentrating on
herbaceous hybrids, his ‘dreams’
have included: developing a good
yellow cut flower, an early white
cut flower double, and a later
flowering true red. In the ‘because
dreams are free’ basket are the
goals to hybridize a nice picotee

Despite the dreaming, Simmons
Paeonies have registered only two
varieties – ˈEternal Loveˈ, a large,
fragrant blush pink double, and
ˈSeidl’s Superˈ a productive light
yellow double with nicely sealed
buds. The dream has resulted in
about three acres of seedlings,
very interesting and beautiful in
season (because each seedling is
a unique individual), mostly of no
particular commercial worth, and
all a lot of work to look after.
Protecting and
Propagating the Legacy
In 2010, Simmons bought a large
number of tree peonies from the
NZ nursery, Southern Charm, who
were closing their business. (Paul
felt it was his duty to rescue them!)
These tree peonies all originated
from seeds sent to Derek Irvine
from Bill Seidl. In Paul’s mind, Bill
was extremely talented, and hence
the desire to honor him with the
name ˈSeidl’s Superˈ. However,
Derek Irvine was also an unsung
hero, doing a lot of work to raise
all the seedlings. Southern Charm
nursery registered quite a few of
these tree peonies in 2001.
At that time, all tree peonies in NZ
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Simmons Seedling HB1 18-38

were propagated by grafting scions
onto herbaceous rootstock as per
the ‘normal’ worldwide practice.
However, these tree peonies also
had a reputation of being unreliable (i.e. a customer would buy an
expensive tree peony only to find it
struggling to survive over the next
few years). One of the problems
was that grafting in NZ was done
by applying a rubber ring to hold
the two pieces together, which
meant pressure was maintained
on one spot for a long time afterwards and grafting tape would
have been much better.

tion. Paul has found tree peonies
propagated with this method to
be extremely hardy and quite
vigorous relative to grafted plants.
The peak of flowering in New
Zealand typically occurs in the
last week of October when some
of the many tree peonies are
still flowering. Because Paul has
concentrated on breeding early
herbaceous hybrids, many of the
herbaceous seedlings have also
started flowering. While there is
no formal garden or public labelling of plants, people still enjoy the
spectacle. i

However, Paul likes to propagate
tree peonies by root division so that
the plants have their own roots and
there is no possibility of graft rejec-
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Article and photos courtesy
of Paul & Esther Simmons

The Native Peonies of Serbia

A Conversation with Collector and Enthusiast Vladimir Ranislavic
Nate Bremer, Vice President and Director – Reedsville, Wisconsin

I had the pleasure of connecting
with international peony enthusiast Vladimir Ranislavic through
Facebook some years ago. I was
heartened to find a peony friend
from Serbia and inspired by what
I learned. At the time we met, I
had no idea of the Paeonia riches
found within the country. Serbia
was originally part of Yugoslavia
before the wars and breakup and
has had much political and social
unrest the past 20 years. Through
all of the hardships, peonies are

a common thread of interest that
speaks a common language for
people around the world. Vladimir
promotes this through his wide
ranging correspondence.
Initially growing P. lactiflora cultivars, some herbaceous hybrids
and a few woody peonies led Vladimir to interest in growing species.
Serbia is rich in a number of identified Paeonia species, namely P.
peregrina and P. tenuifolia. These
were the two species that initially

P. peregrina growing wild in Serbia
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P. x Serbia a natural hybrid of P. arientina x P. officinalis

caught Vladimir’s attention and he
began growing and propagating
them in his already large gardens.
The race of P. peregrina found in
Serbia is well known throughout
the world and is prized for its excellent plant habit and tremendously
rich colored flowers. Plants are no
longer common in nature and are
found in only a few remote rocky
ravines. These plants are well
adapted to warm summers and
cold winters, performing equally
well for us in Wisconsin. Vladimir
reports that there may be a white
or albino form.
P. tenuifolia is found in the Special
Nature Reserve Deliblato, often

referred to as the Sahara of Europe,
which has an interesting geologic
history and unique plant populations. The climate has markedly
hot, dry summers and cold winters.
Populations of this plant are well
suited to these conditions sporting
heavy tuberous roots and foliage
that becomes dormant shortly
after rainfall tapers off at the end
of the spring season. This plant is
easily grown from seed and has
the typical fine fern-leaf foliage
topped with red flowers in early
spring.
P. officinalis ssp. banatica is a rare
and endangered plant subspecies
also found in the Special Nature
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Reserve Deliblato. Not part of A rare find was Paeonia daurica
Vladimir’s collection, he reports ‘Novak’ (Djokovic). This species
it is different from those found in was not believed to occur in Serbia
nearby Romania and Hungary.
until recently and reports are that
flowers are superior to many other
On a single mountain in Serbia, P. daurica specimens.
P. arientina occurs. As with many
of the species, Vladimir reports In the nearby countries of Bulgaria,
variability from other populations Bosnia, Herzegovina and Croatia,
found throughout Europe. On the a number of other peony species
same mountain, a natural hybrid, occur and are now being grown by
presumably a cross of P. arientina Vladimir. Here again these species
x P. officinalis, also occurs. P. offici- show the population variability
nalis grows on an adjacent moun- which is so common in Paeonia.
tain, likely making it the pollen A rather orange colored variant
parent to the population, now of P. peregrina from Bulgaria is
referred to as Paeonia x Serbia. being grown, dubbed ‘Vasil’, in
Vladimir now grows P. officinalis, commemoration of the friend
who shared it. P. daurica ssp.
velebitensis hailing from Croatia
(Velebit Mountain), Bosina and
Herzegovina has proven difficult to
grow and attempts are being made
to grow it from seed. From Croatia,
Vladimir is growing a specimen of
P. officinalis which has differently
colored flowers from the typical
forms found in Italy and France. A
number of other regional species
are also found within Vladimir’s
P. daurica 'Novak'
sites and he is looking forward to
P. arientina and P. x Serbia from growing them.
his home country and is anxious
to make comparisons from other Vladimir has great interest in all
populations in nearby European peony species, and has developed
countries.
a large network of Paeonia species
connoisseurs from around the
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P. peregrina ‘Vasil’ orange form

world. He is the founder of the
Facebook group Paeonia species
(only species) and has forwarded
the detailed evaluation of variability within the genus. Many
Paeonia species are rare, threatened or endangered. Vladimir
notes that location information
on the peonies shown in his posts
is not available in order to protect
the wild populations. Don’t ask, he
won’t tell!

notes they are an endless source
of enjoyment, but aren’t always
easy on peony seedlings- also
an endless source of unwanted
digging!
Today, social media has opened
the door to cultivating peony
friends and sharing experiences
from all points of the globe.
We’d like to thank Vladimir for
welcoming us, in cyber space, to
the world of peonies in Serbia. i

Of course no peony garden would
be complete without dogs and
cats, which are well represented
at Vladimir’s homestead. He
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Photos courtesy of
Vladimir Ranislavic

Winter Protection for Tree Peonies in Saskatchewan
Gene Froc – Lumsden, Saskatchewan, Canada

My winter protection steps for
growing tree peonies in southern
Saskatchewan (Growing Zone 3b)
more or less mirrors the same
methodology that I developed
for growing tender roses such as
hybrid tea, grandiflora and floribunda varieties. I noticed that
winter protection has become
even more important over the
past 5 years or so, likely because
of climate change that may be
causing the more noticeable and
extreme cold temperatures from
December through February and
the brutal freeze-thaw cycles
during the early spring period.

least, if you really want to grow
them, they need to be dug up
each fall and stored in a safe, more
temperature friendly location.
The most important aspect for
winter protection in our growing
zone is to keep the plants frozen
or close to frozen for as long as
practically possible in the spring,
until daytime and nighttime
temperatures are consistently
above freezing, extending over a
period possibly as long as 2 weeks.
Typically, that occurs at the same
time as our native trees begin to
bud out.

Experimentation has shown that
In keeping with previous research, some form of insulation protecit seems that the most important tion is a must. Even moderately
principle for winter protection of tender plant varieties benefit
tender plant varieties is to protect from some form of protection. As
them against extreme freeze–thaw indicated above and from purely
cycles. While protection against a thermal point of view, however,
extreme cold temperatures it is impractical to fully insulate
would logically seem as equally plants against our most extreme
important, I am not aware of cold temperatures.
a practical and cost-effective
method that achieves this. The My experimental approach for
truth of the matter here is, if protection of tender hybrid tea
plants cannot survive tempera- roses began about 15 years ago.
tures potentially as cold as -40°F It has transformed into using a
(-40°C), then you should probably combination of dry peat moss (to
not attempt growing them. Or at about 12 inches above the ground
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surface) placed inside and above a
plastic collar (I use a 2 or 3 gallon
disposable plant pot with the
bottom cut out) and then placing
a recycled paper pulp cover (called
a rose hut) above this along with
weights on the hut to prevent it
from blowing over. My experience
has shown that any portion of a
tender rose that was not covered
with the peat moss dies, but everything below this level lives. So,
obviously something is working
with this method. Experience has
also shown that removal of the
rose hut and peat moss too early in
the spring can kill the rose. So, the

urge to remove this cover early in
the spring must be resisted, even
if you peek inside and see green
growth starting to emerge.
My experience with growing tree
peonies started about 8 years ago.
Some of my previous and much
longer experience with growing
tender roses, however, has also
been used for growing tree
peonies. Instead of covering as
per the above procedure, however,
some of the modified steps that I
have been using for my dedicated
tree peony growing areas (with
success) are as follows.

Peonies and beds protected for winter
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All my peony growing areas are
covered first by a tough geotextile
and then cedar mulch above the
geotextile. Because of the rather
large peony growing areas, I
bought my geotextile in large rolls
from a construction materials
specialty shop. The rolls are 15
feet wide by 300 feet long and the
net cost was $.05 USD ($.07 CAD)
per square foot which is quite
economical. The cedar mulch was
purchased in large bales. Each
bale covers 600 square feet at 3″
thick and its cost was $151 USD
($200 CAD) or $.25 USD ($.33 CAD)
per square foot. So, the combined
total cost of this cover is about
$.30 USD ($.40 CAD) per square
foot, plus a bit more for hauling,
soil staples, etc. This cover was
mainly intended for weed growth
control and somewhat for landscape value. I also found that it
really helps retain moisture in
the soil which is a bonus for our
semi-arid climate. Areas that were
previously damp to dry before this
cover was placed are now reasonably moist after the cover which
means that watering may not be
required, or at least significantly
reduced. Since the cover was
placed, only a few weeds have
shown up at the surface of the
mulch and these are easily handpicked, whereas, it would previ-

ously take a significant amount of
effort for weed control, including
occasional use of herbicide.
I cut holes through the geotextile
and then dig and backfill my
peony holes with my homemade
pre-mixed soil. I use a large
diameter hydraulically driven
auger mounted on a tractor to dig
the holes which saves my back.
For newly planted peonies in the
fall, I cover the top ground surface
above the peony with about 3
inches of cedar mulch. This is
removed the following spring.
For one to two-year grown tree
peonies (18 inches or less in
height), I wrap them with a bubble
wrap type of foil insulation and
then cover this with a cardboard
type of hut called Out-of-the-Blue™
Rose Hut which is a 17″ X 14″ X 15″
eight-sided box made by Quest®
Plastics. It is manufactured from
compressed, recycled and treated
paper material – it is very tough
and comes with one anchor hole
at the bottom, on each side. It also
has ventilation holes near the top
which allow moisture to escape.
I anchor this hut with tent anchor
pegs pushed/hammered into the
ground on each side. The tent pegs
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Mulched and covered peony plants

consist of 10″ long stainless steel
spikes with a plastic tab at the top.
I purchased these last fall at a cost
of $.76 USD ($1.00 CAD) each from
Cabela’s. The plastic tab at the
top extends into the bottom holes
in the hut. Finally, I place cedar
mulch around the base of the hut.
For the taller tree peonies, I cover
them with a homemade, 2″ thick
insulation box (see below). This
step may seem extreme but it
provides added insurance to
what may otherwise be a total
loss from an extreme winter. The
material cost of this insulation
box is approximately $11.50 USD

($15 CAD) which, to me, is a small
investment relative to the peony
cost. Note that, based on thermal
properties, 1 inch of Styrofoam
insulation is the thermal equivalent of 2 feet of soil. So, the 2 inch
thick Styrofoam boxes provide the
thermal equivalent of 4 feet of soil
protection.
I anchor these boxes with a
stretchy bungee type cord which
I purchased in a roll, then cut to
length, and anchor the bungee
cord at each end using the same
tent pegs as per above.
Finally, I cover all my concentrated
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spring, just like I do for roses, until
nighttime temperatures rise above
freezing.
One added benefit of the tarp
covers is that it protects the peony
beds against spring flooding
during snow melt. This, in turn,
may prevent mortality due to
crown wetness during this period.
Recent results
It is noteworthy that some of my
tree peony areas using insulated fellow peony society members
construction tarps (15’ by 40’) reported during a summer meeting
which I purchased in quantity at an that they lost several tree peonies
auction place for about $11.50 USD and even some Itoh peony vari($15 CAD) each. I also anchor the eties from the 2017-2018 winter
tarps so they don’t blow away. The period. This was the worst winter
tarps extend over the Styrofoam that anyone in our area has expeboxes and cardboard huts. The rienced in 30+ years. In comparinsulation tarps have the thermal ison, I only lost 2 or 3 established
equivalent effect of about 1 foot of peonies (out of 300+ total), which
additional soil cover, according to I had not protected. All protected
reports.
peonies survived. So, I think that
this protection method is probThe tarps are anchored along the ably the key reason why I may
edges by a combination of pushing have been a bit more successful
tent pegs through the grommet than some of my colleagues. The
holes into the ground and using flip side of this is that I lost a very
weights where this is not possible. high percentage of my hardy (and
I chose to use concrete landscape unprotected) roses, consistent
bricks and rocks as weights. Once with many other rose growers in
the ground freezes, the tent pegs our prairie region. i
cannot be pulled out by the wind.
Larger plants protected by a Styrofoam box

I delay removal of the covers in the
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Article and photos
courtesy of Gene Froc

The Nordic Peonists – Sharing Is Growing!
Leena Liljestrand, President, The Swedish Peony Society

It’s a foggy October morning and I’m still asleep when a truck loaded
with more than 1,600 peony roots stops outside our house; this is the
start of The Swedish Peony Society’s (SPS) yearly “Peony Circus,” when
all the peonies ordered by our members arrive. Volunteers from all over
the country will soon arrive to help; some have travelled for 400 kilometers to assist and to take peonies to the members in their areas. The same
razzmatazz takes places in Finland at the same time, when our sister society, The Finnish Peonists (FP), receives its peony delivery.

The Need for a Peony Society

I had for some years wondered why there was no society for peonies in
Sweden, when so many other plants from roses to geraniums to dahlias
had theirs. Said and done - in April 2013 The Swedish Peony Society
(SPS) was registered. With no means for advertising, we reached out via
word of mouth and Facebook. We dreamed of having 40-50 members by
the end of the year, and we reached 120! Since then the society has grown
quickly and now, in 2019, we are 730 members from the very southern

A great gang. Some of the Peony Circus volunteers!
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parts of the country to the Arctic Circle, and over 4,600 followers from
all over the world on Facebook.
The reasons for founding SPS were several: the need for better-quality
roots; a wider assortment than the local nurseries could offer, as they usually only have a standard selections such as 'Sarah Bernhardt', 'Festiva
Maxima', and 'Karl Rosenfield'; and above all, information was needed.
How, where, and when to plant, fertilize, divide, etc. The first version of
our homepage gave some basic information, as did our bulletin, which was
first published in spring 2015. More was needed, so I started to lecture
about peonies, and these lectures have become very popular. Launching
the new homepage in August 2019, packed with information, tips, links,
and a peony registry has been a great success, and maybe in the future our
bulletin will also be published there as an eco-friendly e-magazine.
When we started, I could not have imagined in my wildest dreams that
SPS would grow so fast and have such an impact on my and many others’
lives. Experiencing the unbelievably warm friendship, cooperation, togetherness, the members’ willingness to use their own time for a common cause, peonies and SPS, is truly amazing. Meeting all the wonderful
peony people at the APS convention in Portland, Oregon was a source

SPS’ booth at the Nordic Garden Fair in March
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of both joy and inspiration – hopefully there will be several participants
from the Nordics in the coming years.

The Finnish Peonists

SPS has had Finnish members from the start, but it soon became clear
that providing them with both information and service in Finnish required some changes in the organization. On November 1, 2018, our sister society, The Finnish Peonists (FP), was launched. The FP operates independently from SPS but the concept is identical to that of SPS: sharing
knowledge, promoting quality, working together for our members, and
never forgetting one very vital ingredient – a sense of humor.
The FP’s first year has been both busy and educational – an active Facebook group, the first bulletin, spreading peony joy through the seed program, celebrating Peony Day by having three beautiful gardens open for
visitors, and of course the Peony Circus in October. Reaching 120 members during the first year is a good sign that our motto “ knowledge and
quality,” has been well received. Best of all is the wonderful team spirit,
working together, providing the members with knowledge and information and giving them the opportunity to get high quality peony roots from
our excellent growers through the society. It is an honor to be part of the
Nordic peony network.

Working Together – Having Fun Together

What has always given us extra energy and pleasure is our members’ enthusiasm, cooperation and their will to contribute with their ideas, time
and work to SPS. Whenever or whatever we need help and assistance with,
they are glad to give it! Peony Circus is a great example; another is the
yearly Nordic Garden Fair in March, when 60,000 visitors roam around
and pick up the latest trends from exhibitors and get good advice from
garden societies. Our members and friends donate peony seeds which we
sell at the fair, thus giving a welcome boost to our economy. We cannot
raise money by having auctions like APS, as there are no large-scale, good
quality peony growers in the Nordics, but we purchase 40-50 extra roots
from our grower in the fall, plant them in large, 10 liter pots and sell them
at the fair. Not that we make any profit on them, they are there just to
show that there are growers who care about the quality. Every pot comes
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with detailed information on the peony and how to take care of it.
We have made several trips together, twice to China, visiting the Peony
Festival, to Holland to visit Warmerdam Paeonies, and to Scotland. Next
time we will visit our Danish sister society, get to know them, visit beautiful peony gardens, and share knowledge, thus expanding the Nordic
cooperation.
The official Peony Day is on June 18th, but as peonies in the south bloom
3-4 weeks before those in the north, the members can celebrate the day
whenever they want by opening their gardens for visitors. This is an excellent way to promote peonies as garden plants, to be able to show all the
colors and shapes of the flowers, beautiful foliage and experience the different fragrances. Lately even the media has become interested in Peony
Day, both in the form of articles and radio interviews.
The future looks more than bright - together we will continue to share all
our knowledge with both members and non-members through our homepages, Facebook groups, emails and Instagram – everyone is invited to the
wonderful world of peonies!

I
The Swedish Peony Society
PRESIDENT
WEB 		
EMAIL 		
FACEBOOK

Leena Liljestrand
www.pionisten.se
info@pionisten.se
facebook.com/groups/701263456590920
The Finnish Peonists

PRESIDENT
WEB 		
EMAIL 		
FACEBOOK
INSTAGRAM

Sari Ronkainen
www.suomenpionistit.fi
info@suomenpionistit.fi
facebook.com/groups/905378399642525
suomenpionistit
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AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY
Mail-in Membership Form

Save a stamp! Register online at

americanpeonysociety.org

NAME(S)
ADDRESS

CITY
S TAT E /
PROVINCE
P O S TA L C O D E

COUNTRY

PHONE
EMAIL
MEMBERSHIP

New Member

Renewal

C O M M E R C I A L O N LY
BUSINESS
FA X
WEBSITE
TA G L I N E

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

COMMERCIAL

USA

$25

$70

$115

$225

$40 / Year

CANADA

$35

$100

$165

$325

$50 / Year

OTHER COUNTRIES

$55

$160

$260

$515

$70 / Year

Electronic or credit card payment via
sent to payment@americanpeonysociety.org
Check or money order payable to APS, US Dollars only.
MAIL FORM &
PAY M E N T T O

Kris Jurik, APS Treasurer
5658 195 th Street
Ames, IA 50010–9239

F R E E C ATA L O G | O R D E R O N L I N E

ADELMAN
PEONY GARDENS

new hybrids | award winners | heritage
intersectionals | rare | herbaceous
5690 Brooklake Rd. NE • Salem, OR 97305

503-393-6185

www.peonyparadise.com

An unusual find,
the collector ’s friend.
www.raritygardens.com
Mt. Hood, Oregon • 541.352.7044

Europe’s Largest Collection of
PEONIES!
• R2 Flowers B.V. is a worldwide

broker in Peonies.

• Import and Export of Peonies.
• Buying of Peony seeds and

Seedlings.
• European distribution of
Peonies.
• We are founder of the Peony
Showgarden Holland.
• The largest collection of
Peonies in Europe.
• We receive hundreds of
visitors per season from all
over the world.
R2 Flowers B.V. / Peony Showgarden Holland
For information: r.jong@r2flowers.nl
www.peonyshowgarden.com
www.r2peony.com

Peony Showgarden Holland

Peony Showgarden Holland

Peony Showgarden Holland

Gold City Flower Gardens

––

Peonies & Daylilies
6298 Gold City Road
Franklin, Kentucky 42134
(270) 776-6584

––

goldcityflowergardens.com

A new generation of peonies for the
classical and contemporary garden

Graefswinning.be

Durable, affordable
& made in the USA!
• Now with rounded corners •

Fina
Gardens

fine peonies for garden and vase

Field grown peonies:
lactiflora, hybrids, intersectional
and fern leaf.

See our catalog at
www.finagardenspeonies.com
or

Introductory Offer
Sample pack of 8 styles
plus a marking pencil

Call 715.837.1147
to request a catalog

JUST $6

www.EverlastLabel.com

Brooks Gardens
peony farm

Quality
Herbaceous Peonies
Grown in rich Iowa soil.
Free list of varieties.
— Wholesale Only —

Reserve your 4-6
3-5 eye bare root peony
plants with low fall shipping rates.

www.brooksgardens.com
brooksgardens@gmail.com

A-1 Nursery
2842 Fremont Avenue
Shenandoah, IA 51601

6219 Topaz Street NE
Brooks, OR 97305

503-393-7999
503-991-4803 cell

a1nurseryshenandoah@gmail.com

phone (712) 534-2595

OVER
350
GARDEN
PEONY
VARIETIES
OVER
350
GARDEN
PEONY
VARIETIES
OVER
350
GARDEN
PEONY
VARIETIES
WITH
DELIVERY
OVER
350 WORLD-WIDE
GARDEN PEONY
VARIETIES
WITH
WORLD-WIDE
DELIVERY
WITH WORLD-WIDE DELIVERY
WITH WORLD-WIDE DELIVERY

eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXclusive
Peony
Varieties
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXtra
Quality
Roots
eXcellent
Customer
Service
eXcellent
Customer
Service
eXcellent
Customer
eXcellent Customer Service
Service

Peony Shop Holland
Peony Shop Holland
Peony
Shop232
Holland
+31(0)6
360 56
+31(0)6
360 56
Peony
Shop232
Holland
joshua@peonyshop.com

+31(0)6 232 360 56
joshua@peonyshop.com
+31(0)6
232 360 56
Kadijkweg
51
joshua@peonyshop.com
Kadijkweg 51
joshua@peonyshop.com
1614 MA
Lutjebroek
Kadijkweg
51
1614 MA
Lutjebroek
Kadijkweg
51
Holland
1614 MA
Lutjebroek
Holland
1614
MA
Lutjebroek
www.peonyshopholland.com
Holland
www.peonyshopholland.com
Holland
www.peonyshopholland.com
www.peonyshopholland.com

Anyone
“
who thinks gardening begins
in the spring and ends in the fall
is missing the best part of the whole year;
for gardening begins in January with the dream.”
–Josephine Nuese

Winter at the Chicago Botanic Garden,
site of the 2020 APS Convention

